Bond family history, 1984
SCHS Call # 1252.00
Container: 25/197

Creator: Bond, Arthur

Description: 0.5 linear ft.

Biographical Note: Resident of Fairfield, Ohio

Scope and Content: Photocopies of typewritten notes, charts, family photographs, and other genealogical material pertaining to the Bond family and allied families. Research traces the descendants of William Bond (b. 1778?) and his wife Sarah Barwick Truett Bond, natives of South Carolina who moved to Tennessee between 1820 and 1828 and then to Kentucky (Clay, Owsley, and Jackson counties). Bond family descendants later lived in Ohio and elsewhere. Allied families include Barwick (or Berwick), Wilson, York, Andrew, Miller, Truett, McWhorter, Gumm, York, Price, Parrett, Benge, Pigg, Evans, Pierson, Strong, Tirey, McQueen, and others.


Collection Inventory:

25/197     Bond, Arthur J.